AgrowDose AD2 "dual" peristaltic dosing pump with two independent pump heads for injecting nutrient solutions, pH buffers, chlorine, chemicals, food and beverage mixing, and more. Pump precise volumes of liquids at variable flow rates into reservoirs or pressurized lines (up to 25psi.)

AgrowDose pumps connect instantly to Agrowtek’s intelligent SXH and PHX dosing controllers through the GrowNET™ port for advanced automated dosing functions. Use stand-alone with the LX1 USB AgrowLINK for PC batch dosing, or the LX2 ModLINK for MODBUS.

Pumps can draw solutions up to 10ft vertical lift and do not require priming. Peristaltic action resists fouling or clogging even with thick fluids.

**Features**

- Two independent dosing pumps
- Precision dosing accuracy
- 24V DC input power
  
  120V Wall adapter included
- Easy-change pump heads
  
  Twist & replace; no tools required
- GrowNET™ Digital Communication Port
- MODBUS RTU for industrial PLC control
  
  Independent variable speeds, reversible
- Durable powder-coated steel enclosure
- Made in USA
- 1-Year Warranty

**Diagram:**
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  Chemical Resistant
  
  FDA Compliant, Food Safe
- GrowNET™ Port
- 24V DC Power Jack
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